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Abstract: This is the translation of a poem of sixteen letters, 353
rd

 to 368th of Tcheonzamun (The thousand 

character essay). Here, the translating methods were included. The first method is through the meaning of Chinese 

character, and the second method is the one through Korean pronunciation for the Chinese characters. 353-356. Kong 

Hoe Hyeong Ze孔懷兄弟 Koyak Heoze 고약허제!. The root form of “Koyak Heoze” is „Koyakhada‟, and it is one of 

stressed form of „Koyakhada‟. The meaning of „Koyakhada‟ is „bad, very bad‟. This phrase is said by the mother in-law 

or the senior sister in-law of the house. The senior sister means the elder sister of the house. 357-360 Dong GiYeon Zi 同

氣連枝 Doggi Nyeonizi! 도끼 년이지!. This phrase is said by the mother in-law or the elder sister. „Doggi‟ means axe, 

and „Nyeonizi!‟ shows the extremely unkind blame or being hate of the mother in-law to the wife. 361-364 Kyo Woo Tu 

Bun 交友投分 Kyeowoo Doopun 겨우 두 푼! This phrase is said by the wife. The wife says by herself that she is 

esteemed as a value of only 20 percent; the value is expressed by the mother of her husband. 365-368 Zeol Ma Zam Gyu 

切磨箴規 Zeolmeo Tchameulggeoya! 젊어 참을거야! The wife says by herself “I am young woman; therefore I will 

endure this truly difficult condition!”. 

Keywords: 353
rd

 to 368th of Tcheonzamun(The thousand character essay), The meaning of „Koyakhada‟ is „bad, 

very bad‟, „Doggi‟ means axe, and „Nyeonizi!‟ shows the extremely unkind blame or being hate of the mother in-law to 

the wife, The wife says by herself that she is esteemed as a value of only 20 percent, the value is expressed by the mother 

of her husband, The wife says by herself “I am young woman, therefore I will endure this truly difficult condition!”. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
His wife Hyeonhi wrote to Augustin,  

“My Dear, my respecting husband! 

Today, it is the joyful and again joyful day! 

Congratulation your birthday! I thank deeply our Lord, Jesus Christ! Because I am with you on the first birthday of you 

after our marriage. Your wife Hyeonhi wrote on 14 September 1983.” 

 

Dallet (1874) wrote that the old China, Tchi‟n, used the Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) as a 

textbook of children for the education of Chinese characters. Park and Kim (2017) and Park et al. (2017) translated a part 

of Tcheonzamun through the method on the meaning of Chinese character and through the method on Korean 

pronunciation method. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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This is the translation of a poem of sixteen letters, 353
rd

 to 368th of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character 

essay). Here, the translating methods were included. The first method is through the meaning of Chinese character, and 

the second method is the one through Korean pronunciation for the Chinese characters. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
At first, the present researchers tried through the meaning of Chinese characters to translate this poem of 16 

letters, 353
rd

 to 368th of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Pronunciation of Chinese character in Korean language 

Chinese character Order of translation meaning of the line of 4 characters. 

 

353-356 Kong Hoe Hyeong Ze 孔懷兄弟 ②①④③ 

懷 ① One woman has a baby(懷), and after the baby‟s birth, the baby grows into a man.  

孔 = 子,乙  ② How can the man(子) succeed well like a bird(乙)? 

 

弟 = 八,弔, / ③ There is a condition; A lot of(八) people are sorrow(弔), and they are alienated from the other people 

and from the society(/). What is the reason of this accident?  And how can they take the rescue from this bad condition? 

 

兄 = 口,Π ④ The answer is very simple. The mouth (口) of good man, the husband (Π), it is the solution for these 

miserable conditions. When the parole of her husband gets softened, all of these bad phenomena will be disappeared! 

 

One woman has a baby, and after the baby‟s birth, the baby grows into a man. How can the man succeed well 

like a bird? There is a condition; A lot of people are sorrow, and they are alienated from the other people and from the 

society. What is the reason of this accident? And how can they take the rescue from this bad condition? The answer is 

very simple. The mouth of good man, the husband, it is the solution for these miserable conditions. When the parole of 

her husband gets softened, all of these bad phenomena will be disappeared!. 

 

357-360 Dong GiYeon Zi 同氣連枝 ②①④③ 

氣  ①  In order that the heart of these two people, husband and wife(氣) 

同  ②  were together(同). What is the solution? 

枝  ③  As the growing branches of a plant are such a figure(枝), 

連  ④  the two persons must be on such a similar pose, in other words, they must be side by side(連). 

 

In order that the heart of these two people, husband and wife, were together. What is the solution? As the 

growing branches of a plant are such a figure, the two persons must be on such a similar pose, in other words, they must 

be side by side. 

 

Here, the present researchers deleted same part of smaller Woo (又) from both Woo(友) and Tu(投). 

 

361-364 Kyo Woo Tu Bun 交友投分 ②①④③ 

友 - 又 = 十     ① My husband, if you want ten times(十)  

交               ② to become the close friend (交) with me, your wife 

分               ③ you must be able to share(分) with me 

投 - 又 = 手,八   ④ eight times(八) of your own accord(手). 

 

My Husband, if you want to become ten times the close friend with me, your wife, you must be able to share 

with me of your own accord eight times! 

 

Saint Joseph, Saint Marie! The present researchers have found the solution in the translation for the difficult part 

of this poem and that of another poem (913rd-928th). Amen our Lord!  Here, the present researchers deleted same parts 

of both Kum (金) and Po(ろ) from both Kyun(鈞) and Zo(釣). 

 

925-928 Kyun Gyo Yim Zo 鈞巧任釣 ③④①② 

任               ① My Husband, if you want to ask something(任) to me, your wife 

釣-金-ろ = 一     ② once(一), 

鈞-金-ろ = 二     ③ twice(二) 

巧               ④ You must do your works well(巧). 
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My Husband, if you want to ask something once to me (your wife), you must do your works well twice. 

 

The present researchers deleted Eom(ξ) from Ma(磨), and they deleted smaller Eom(ζ) from Zam(箴).  

365-368 Zeol Ma Zam Gyu 切磨箴規 ②①④③ 

磨 - ξ = 林,石  ① My Husband, do you want to place the woods(林) on the mountain or on the stone(石)? 

切             ② a lot of(切), 

規 = 夫,見     ③ When you, my husband(夫), see(見) me, your wife.   

箴 - ζ = 竹,一,口,戈  ④ Even though when I have done a mistake. Please stop(竹) doing the desire of speaking ill of me(

戈), and please endure saying(口) your big(一) blame for me. 

 

My Husband, do you want to place a lot of woods on the mountain or on the stone? When you, my husband, see 

me, your wife. Even though when I have done a mistake. Please stop doing the desire of speaking ill of me, and please 

endure saying your big blame for me. 

 

The woman, the master (the writer) of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) spoke earnestly the same 

phrase in the miserable figure. 

 

To her Husband 

“Do not cry to me!” 

In „Zam Gyu‟(箴規), Zam Gyu(箴規) in Zeol Ma Zam Gyu(切磨箴規). 

The Lord of our two persons, 

Amen! 

 

My wife Hyeonhi says same phrase “Do not get angry at me!”   

To me, Augusti, 

Jesus Christ! 

amen! 

 

And the next translation is through on the pronunciation in Korean language. 

Number of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) Pronunciation of Chinese character in Korean 

language Chinese character Modified pronunciation in Korean .in English alphabet Modified pronunciation in Korean 

language in Korean alphabet. 

 

353-356 Kong Hoe Hyeong Ze 孔懷兄弟  Koyak Heoze 고약허제! The root form of “Koyak Heoze” is 

„Koyakhada‟, and it is one of stressed form of „Koyakhada‟. The meaning of „Koyakhada‟ is „bad, very bad‟. This phrase 

is said by the mother in-law or the senior sister in-law of the house. The senior sister means the elder sister of the house. 

 

357-360 Dong GiYeon Zi 同氣連枝 Doggi Nyeonizi! 도끼 년이지! This phrase is said by the mother in-law or 

the elder sister. „Doggi‟ means axe, and „Nyeonizi!‟ shows the extremely unkind blame or being hate of the mother in-

law to the wife.  

361-364 Kyo Woo Tu Bun 交友投分 Kyeowoo Doopun 겨우 두 푼!. This phrase is said by the wife. The wife 

says by herself that she is esteemed as a value of only 20 percent; the value is expressed by the mother of her husband. 

 

365-368 Zeol Ma Zam Gyu 切磨箴規 Zeolmeo Tchameulggeoya! 젊어 참을거야!. The wife says by herself “I 

am young woman; therefore I will endure this truly difficult condition!” 
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